Create vigorous turf and optimal playing conditions with the Toro ProPass™ 200 and MH-400.

Healthier turf. Better playability. The new ProPass 200 Topdresser and MH-400 Material Handler make it easy to get both by accurately spreading everything from topdressing to fertilizer. An intuitive color-coded adjustment system ensures a consistent spread pattern and application rate every time. And a wireless controller lets you remotely control machine and accessory functions. The ProPass 200 is ideal for sensitive turf areas like greens and tees, and the MH-400 quickly converts from topdressing to hauling to placing materials with a pivoting conveyor option. Ask your Toro distributor to demonstrate the new ProPass 200 and MH-400 to achieve the picture of health on your course. The right choice.

www.toro.com/cultivation
With a tight and tenacious crew behind him, Pebble Beach Superintendent Chris Dalhamer has good reason to be confident about hosting the 2010 U.S. Open.

BY LARRY AYLWARD

36 Training Can Prevent Tragedy
Tree trimming is hazardous work, so superintendents insist on a safety-first policy.
By Ken Krizner

41 Bug Off
A golf course superintendent’s guide on how to diagnose insect outbreaks to eradicate them.
By Christopher S. Gray Sr.

43 Accessory City
Check out what companies are offering to help you spruce up and manage the golf course.

6 Off the Fringe
12 Hole of the Month

Turfgrass Trends
This month, Golfdom’s practical research digest discusses the impact that golf courses have on stream-water temperature. Also, a study reveals how turf-leaf orientation affects water use. See pages 47-52.

Online Exclusive
Check out this video podcast and more only at www.golfdom.com/podcasts:

“Pesticide Programs and Pesos,” featuring Todd Mayhew, a regional field development manager for Valent Professional Products, who discusses pesticide applications and money in this interview with Golfdom Editor in Chief Larry Aylward
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Outstanding caterpillar control—anywhere in the country.

Plus, mole crickets, annual bluegrass weevils, crane flies and more.

Wherever your course is, DuPont™ Provaunt® insecticide is there to protect it. From Maine to Maui, and everywhere in between, Provaunt® provides outstanding control of turf-damaging caterpillars such as cutworms, webworms and fall armyworms—plus other key pests. With no restricted use, no buffer zones and an environmentally favorable profile, Provaunt® is the smart choice for caterpillar control on courses nationwide. Advanced chemistry. Outstanding performance.

Provaunt® is not registered in South Dakota. See your local DuPont representative for more information. Always read and follow all label directions and precautions for use. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont®, The miracles of science® and Provaunt® are trademarks or registered trademarks of DuPont or its affiliates. Copyright © 2010 E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. All rights reserved.
Let’s say there’s a guy down in Mexico who wants to come to America to work, specifically on a golf course in Tucson. The guy knows he can make more money working on a golf course maintenance crew in America than the $2 an hour he makes as an unskilled laborer in Mexico. To him, the more money earned means a much better life. Good for him!

One problem: The guy sneaks across the Mexico-United States border to Arizona. He applies for the golf course maintenance job and supplies the course’s superintendent with fake documentation. The guy gets the job, rents an apartment and is happy with his new life.

This is why I’m in favor of Arizona’s new immigration law that aims to identify, prosecute and deport illegal aliens. The critics say the bill discriminates against Mexicans. But I say the bill seeks to stop the cheaters like the guy in this hypothetical story, who took a job that could’ve gone to a Mexican who wanted to come here legally to work and live.

We have a big problem with illegal aliens entering this country, whether they’re Mexican or not. They’re sneaking into the country unlawfully, and many are committing other crimes and living off our tax dollars. We need to do something about it. Since the federal government isn’t, the state of Arizona is. The bill might not be perfect, but it has sure gotten people’s attention. Besides, is there a perfect bill?

In the law, there’s this provision: “For any lawful contact made by a law enforcement official or a law enforcement agency … where reasonable suspicion exists that the person is an alien who is unlawfully present in the United States, a reasonable attempt shall be made, when practicable, to determine the immigration status of the person. … ”

Can someone tell me what’s wrong with this?

Some liberal critics say the law will make it open season for police to harass Mexicans. How dare they! What gives them the right to pass judgment on the law-enforcement people who must reinforce this law. The liberals are the ones looking for a fight.

I’m all for Mexicans, Canadians, Brazilians and Russians coming to the United States — legally. If they go through the correct process to come there and abide by our laws, we should welcome them and help them achieve their goals. But a lot of them are cheating their way into the country and taking advantage of the system. Did you know Arizona’s illegal immigrant population is costing taxpayers an enormous $2.7 billion a year. Is this not stealing from them?

So what’s wrong with a tough bill to make them stop and think about doing the right thing?

I’m not saying we need to turn our hearts to stone to deal with this matter. I realize a lot of foreigners come to this country because they’re poor and desperate and want a chance at the American dream. To them I say: We want you to come here to find better lives; we have people here to help you find better lives. But, please come here on the up and up.

Many legal Mexicans work in the golf course maintenance industry. I’ve heard golf course superintendents rave about their work ethic. I’ve also heard about Mexicans who came here, worked on golf courses and moved on to better things, such as opening their own restaurants. We want them to succeed.

Some say there’s a good chance the Arizona law could get passed in other states. Let it.

And I urge you to support any such measures. Write letters to your local newspapers, call or e-mail your local Congress people. Don’t let the law’s opponents steal the headlines.

This is not a racist bill. I’m so tired of people playing the race card when it comes to controversial subjects like this.

This law is about holding people accountable. It’s just too bad more politicians don’t preach about that subject these days.

Aylward can be reached at laylward@questec.com.
“We’re really pleased with the performance of Quali-Pro. Getting equivalent efficacy at a lower price is really big, especially with the economy the way it is today. We continue to work with Quali-Pro because they’re working great for us.”

David Wienecke, Superintendent, Chambers Bay Golf Course
Site of the 2010 U.S. Amateur Open and the 2015 U.S. Open

Keeping your course at its best requires quality control and better value than ever before. That’s exactly what Quali-Pro has been delivering since day one — high-quality, high-value plant protection products, manufactured and supported by Makhteshim Agan, the worldwide basic manufacturer of agrichemicals.

Call 800-979-8994 or visit quali-pro.com for more about proven performance and outstanding value from the brand you can trust — Quali-Pro.
Finchem on Golf Economy
PGA Tour Commissioner Tim Finchem shared his observations of the North American golf economy during his acceptance of the Donald Ross Award from the American Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA) recently. Finchem said things are tough for the golf development economy, but he sees the overseas market “growing nicely” and believes the Olympics will have a positive effect on the game long-term. Finchem said the credit crunch and slow-down in real estate development in North America has affected golf course development and renovation.

Rain Bird White Paper Examines Water Conservation

The third in a series of white papers providing a comprehensive review of the role of efficient irrigation as a key part of the solution to the global water scarcity problem, “Water Conservation and the Green Industry” continues the discussion of the issues raised in Rain Bird’s first two white papers, “A Homeowner’s Guide to Water-Efficient Landscapes” and “Irrigation for a Growing World.”

“The extent to which conservation through efficient irrigation will be a long-term solution to water shortages depends on the extent to which the green industry and the general public is educated on outdoor water conservation,” said Dave Johnson, Rain Bird’s corporate marketing director.

By Bill Bryant

It may not be nice to fool Mother Nature, but predicting her next move will be greatly appreciated this month at the Pebble Beach Golf Links, where the rain-drenched nightmare of the 2009 U.S. Open hangs over the course like a thick layer of fog.

For their continually updated daily forecasts, Pebble Beach certified golf course superintendent Chris Dalhamer and Mike Davis, the United States Golf Association’s director of rules and competitions, will turn to Greg Quinn, a 38-year-old meteorologist who works for Thor Guard, a Florida-based company that provides accurate advance warning of the potential for lightning and other adverse weather conditions.

“My job is to make sure Chris and Mike know how their plan for the day’s play could be affected by weather and how they might need to make adjustments,” said Quinn, who will be working his 10th U.S. Open.

Unlike Bethpage Black, which was soaked by six to seven inches of rain during last year’s tournament, Pebble Beach’s biggest concern may be the infamous fog that can settle over the Monterey Peninsula and severely limit visibility. As Quinn says, “if you can’t see ’em, you can’t hit ’em.”

June is usually the worst time of the year for fog along the craggy California coastline. It’s when the term “June gloom” comes into play for golfers and residents alike.
You’ve got enough things to worry about. But with Drive® XLR8 herbicide, rain isn’t one of them. Our new liquid formulation is rainfast in just 30 minutes. And a single application quickly controls a broad spectrum of broadleaf and grassy weeds — from crabgrass and foxtail to clover and dandelion — even at low use rates per 1,000 square feet. Let it rain. You’ve got Drive XLR8.

betteturf.basf.us | 800-545-9525

Always read and follow label directions. © 2010 BASF Corporation. All rights reserved.
Hold Water

We’ve been covering myriad irrigation topics since day one. I recently spent some time scouring the irrigation stories in the Golfdom archives the past several years for things superintendents and other irrigation experts had to say about the state of golf course irrigation — from their courses’ use of water to the industry’s use of water. Their statements make you think about the present and future of golf course irrigation.

“I’m very proud of the fact this golf course has used nothing but reused water since it was built, and I think it’s our obligation to do that.” — Wayne Kappauf, certified superintendent of the Island Country Club on Marco Island, Fla., on irrigation and responsibility.

“I don’t care if you’re in New York, Chicago or Washington D.C., all business is going to go effluent at some point.” — Shawn Emerson, director of agronomy at Desert Mountain, a golf community with six Jack Nicklaus-designed tracks in Scottsdale, Ariz., on the future of effluent water use.

“In the end, the biggest trick is to understand the equipment you have and make it work. What better way to intimately know your golf course than go out and touch every sprinkler head and measure the spacing between every head.” — Mark Clark, certified superintendent of Troon Golf & Country Club in Scottsdale, Ariz., on knowing your stuff.

“Everybody’s goal is to minimize the waste of water. I don’t think we can eliminate the waste. Until we invent sprinklers that aren’t circular, there’s always going to be a certain amount of unevenness in the overlap patterns. We always strive for the best uniformity, but nobody has ever gotten there, and I don’t think anybody ever will. But we can get closer and closer as we get better with the products and better with the application of the products.” — Jim Barrett, a Roseland, N.J.-based irrigation consultant and president of James Barrett Associates, on improving technology.

“It’s going to change this golf course and my life. It’s going to allow us to use water more efficiently. We should be able to use only the amount of water we absolutely need.” — Tim O’Neill, certified superintendent of the Country Club of Darien (Conn.), upon his course getting a new irrigation system several years ago. O’Neill’s previous system had 240 heads; the new system increased that to 1,200 heads.

“Every day is different, and it’s all based on the look of the course, the feel of the course and the feeling in my gut.” — John Gurke, certified superintendent of Aurora (Ill.) Country Club, discussing his strategy for irrigation and disease control.

“I can say for a fact that I’m using less water because I have much more control over what I’m doing than I did in the past. I was putting out 250,000 gallons a day before. With my new irrigation system, I’m putting out more like 160,000 gallons.” — Rick Slattery, superintendent of Locust Hill Golf Club in Rochester, N.Y., on the wonders of new technology.

“There are components throughout an irrigation system where you have the option to purchase cheaper parts. Invariably, they don’t last, and you end up spending a lot on labor to replace them.” — Curt Leming, superintendent of Glendale Lakes Golf Course in Geneva, Ill., on getting what you pay for.

PEA SOUP  Continued from page 6

“That time of year, you can get fogged in for hours or even days at a time,” Quinn says.

When Pebble Beach last hosted the U.S. Open in 2000, fog forced the suspension of play for 24 hours, beginning early in the first round.

The severity of the fog during this year’s Open will be determined by what’s known as temperature inversion layers, Quinn explains. Also called thermal inversions, inversion layers are areas where the normal decrease in air temperature with increasing altitude is reversed and air above the ground is warmer than the air below it. Inversion layers are normally broken up by passing storm systems, but June can be a quiet time for storms in and around the Monterey Peninsula, meaning get the fog alerts ready.

Despite the sophisticated computer forecast models and satellite imagery at his fingertips, fog can be difficult to predict, Quinn says. “Even slight changes in wind direction can move fog into one area and completely miss another area nearby.”

Once the fog settles in or the rain starts falling, the main thing Dalhamer and Davis want to know is when the sun is going to return.

“We’ll try to narrow down the window and give them our best thinking,” Quinn says. “After that, it’s their tournament. We just try to make their decisions a little easier for them.”

Bryant is president of Bryant Communications, which represents Thor Guard.
Don’t let pythium blight engulf your turf.

**Trust Segway® fungicide to fight the spread of damaging pythium blight.**

Once pythium blight invades your turf, it can spread like wildfire. Safeguard your course with Segway fungicide, proven to be highly-effective at all stages of pythium disease. When used as a preventive treatment or even after symptoms have presented, Segway stops pythium in its tracks.

With its new, more flexible label, Segway fungicide can now be used for two consecutive applications for powerful pythium blight control in your rotation program. Don’t get burned by destructive pythium blight. Stay protected all season long, with Segway fungicide. For more information about Segway fungicide, visit fmcprosolutions.com or contact your local FMC Sales Representative or Authorized FMC Sales Agent.
Quotable

“Golf courses are often exempted from some of these regulations at the local level because politicians love to play golf.”
— Allen James, executive director of RISE (Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment), on pesticides and politics.

“Business as usual doesn’t cut it anymore. The theme of ‘more with less’ permeates the industry. We need to take this challenge to heart.”
— Mike Hoffman, CEO of The Toro Co.

“And now here’s Jack Lemmon, about to hit that all-important eighth shot.”
— Former ABC commentator — the late and great Jim McKay — telling a nationwide television audience the golfing woes of the late and great actor, Jack Lemmon, during the Pebble Beach Pro/Am.

“More golf courses will be built in Vietnam this year than in the U.S.”
— Bruce Lucker, Signature Golf (Sports Business Journal).